






























































almost  10 per cent
 






































































































































stadent  needs. 
Several  
specialists  in 
a num-
ber of fields will 
conduct
 many of 
the 










 Tappan, professor of 
Sociology  and 
Law 
from  New 












iand chairman of recreation cur-




























 her to submit
 to him after
 
he 
gained entry to 
her  9th St. 
apartment at 




went  to bed 
at 1:30 a.m,
 but forgot 
to lock the 
front door.
 At 5 a.m., she 
said. 
someone,




 years old, came to her 
room. 
She told 
police he twistedher 
arm and
 forced her to submit to 
him. When she threatened 
to
 
scream, she said he told her, "The 
only way you'll live through this 






 of the 
grad- 
The 










 in the room 
at the 















Alps,  as- 
When the 
assailant


































































 he took with
 him her 
small  
white purse 
containing  money and 
personal effects.
 




















































 of plays. 
July














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 the 220 low
 hurdles or 
the 
gruelling 




 Olympic event, may 
prove
 to be Kent's 
choice since 
this event gives







ter round out the definite "Big 
Five" that coach 
Winter has de-
cided on for the NCAA finals. 
Both Norton
 and Poynter 
nill 
be shooting for 1-2 in 
the 100 
and 
220  yard 
sprints.
 
Bob Poynter ran the second 
9.4 
In





the Spartans a 
devastating  sprint 
weapon 
when they 




Burton,  Stan Hopkins, 
Dick  














 the way 
they  run 
Saturday  at 
Stanford 
in































































































To Open June 
22 
For the fifth 
consecutive  year, 
the 





bring to the 
San Jose State
 campus a Summer 
Festival of Arts. 
The festival,
 scheduled to run 









 ten movies, five 
re-

























































 of the 
business
 dl- problem 
is not
 whether we use  it 
year's  












 it ninst et 
fectively."
 
















































 Gym every Tuesday 
and  
Spartefoto
 by Dan Bauer 
At Last 
...Graduation  
One last look at the ivy and palms of the campus 
garden. Two 





good times and 
bad. 







 wh;!e the last few  




Workshop Topic: What 
Value is TV to Students? 
First 
announcement  of 
the re-
sults of a 
year -long study of the 
value of 
KQED telecasting to some 
140,000
 school children in the San 
Francisco Bay 
Area




June 15, at the 




 on "Using 
Television in 
Your Classroom." 
The preliminary report 
will  be 
given 
by
 Gafford Gordon, re-
search executive of 
the Calif. 
Teachers Assn., 
which has, during 
the 




 their classrooms to 
determine  their 
reactions.  


















The workshop will be offered
 
during  the 
intersession  week 
at 
SJS, June 13 







By JUDY WHITE 








12.  Spartan 
Stadium  ,s ill
 lie 
the site of 





 the day will 
be
 Dr. John T. 
Wahl-
quist, 
president  of the 
college. Ile 
will
 also bestow the
 
credentials and degrees on 
the  graduates. 
Dr. Donald H. 
Tippett, bishop of the
 San 
Francisco 





 ceremonies Sunday at 4 p.m.
 
"The  Place of 
Humanities 
and  Religion 
in
 the Space 











the  most 
I able speakers




















direction  of Dr. 
Rob-
ert Y. Hare,
 assistant professor 
of 
music. The band also will play the 
processional and recessional 
at 
Fall Enrollment 
Projected enrollment figures 
tor the fall semester are 10.644 
regular students according to 




This would be an increase
 of 
600 students






of limited students is 
estimated at 3482. Total num-
ber of students













students  have been 
awarded
 scholarships totaling 
$11,275 to San Jose State next 
year, Robert L. Baron, assistant 
to dean of students said yesterday.
 
The
 following students will re-
ceive $100 from the Murphy 
Scholarship Fund;
 David Corner. 






 $100 each, 
Barbera
 Dow and Judith R. 
Gerdner.
 
G  I Electric 
Educational  Fund 
$100 sch to: 
Si.
 loy 
G. Hendrickson. i 
Linley 
G. lemon, Donald 0, 
Stanley.
 









to Paul W. Scott. 
National 
Assn. of Accountants, 1200 
so 












to speak at Baccalaureate. 
the Baccalaureate 
ceremonies. 
Following commencement the 
Invocation
 
by Father John 
F. 
Duryea,  chaplain to 
















K a t h r y n I
 Eareirriros' Secretaries 
Scholarship. 
rwnt the 
class  gift to 
ASH
 Preal-




Phi,  CM, Council 
Chan-
 
make an acceptance speech. 
dent Rich Hill. 11111 nill then 
ter scholarship, $75, to 




Robert Weer Smith, Stewart W. East- will be played by the band. 





Gertrude W. Cavins Scholarship. 
After the 
commencement  ad -
Robert I. Guy 
Scholarship,  $100 fo 
dress. Dean West will present the 
Robert George. 
The Women's Award
 in Journalism 
entire class
 to the president. 
Those  
who are graduating






 Congress of Parents 
will





 each to 
elementary  
heads of the 









They  will present the 





Lobdell,  Paula 
Pearl, 




 candidates to the 
presi-
the  
('TA, the Calif. State Dept. of 




will confer all 
the &-
Education, 'Station KQED, and the 
Nancy6°040
 Lionel Cross,  
Association. 
greet
 at once.  
Educational  Television Research 
The 





Coordinating the work of tle-
conference
 is a staff from 
tio 
SJS Summer Session led by Dr 
Richard B. 
Lewis,  professor 01 
education
 and head of 







 to the SJS 
workshop  
from as far 
away
 as New 
York,  




 is expected to 
exceed




 the state. The 
workshop
 
this year is 
designed  
particularly for 
persons who are 
actually doing work 
in educational 
TV --or
 expect soon to be in 
it.  
"The 
impact  of TV is already 
being  felt in the 
educational sys-
tem," says Dr. 
Lewis.

























































A handful of foreign students 
will be graduated from San Jose 
State this 
month.
 They are 
five
 
among 108 students from 51 





 of those 
graduating come 
from the Middle East, and none 
will have completed
 all his formal 
education with a degree from SJS. 
All plan 
graduate  work. 
Chajim 
(pronounced  hi-ermi 
Abrahami from Israel is the 
only 
one of the three















Chajim came to SJS two years 
ago after completing the lower
 
division of chemistry 
curriculum 
at San Mateo J.C. Eventually, he 
said, 












slovakia in 1945 at 15, and entered 
Palestine







01m -dinned on 
Page 4) 
by the SJS Symphony
 Orchestra 
and Chorus, several lectures,
 art 
exhibits, discussion
 groups and 






ming in Men's Gym on 
Monday 
and Wednesday nights. 
College
 plays scheduled for 
the 
festival
 are "Bell, Book and 
Candle." on July 
2, 3, and 4, and 
"Mr. Pim 
Passes
 By," on July 9. 
10, and 11. 
One -act operas to be performed 
on July 17, and 18 are "La Serve 
Padrona"
 and "The Secret of 
Suzanne." 






programs  will be open
 to 
summer  session





and that admission  will 
not 










will  present 
the men 
and 
women  who have 
qualified












 start the 
recessional,  playing 
"March 
Royal" by De 
Smetsky. 
Benediction
 will be directed by 
Rev. 
Edwin  
W. Sweet of St. Paul's 
Methodist 
Church. 
Each of the 
flue 
divisions  will 
he identified





Humanities   
white,  Science 
and  Heeupations
 





Cummings,  chairman 





will be one 
of the high points of 












 an M.A. Degree 
from  New 
York 
University  and theological 
studies at the 







1948  when he was 
assigned  to 
the San 
Francisco  area. 














. _ . 
Library













that date will be made only in 
cases of 
special  need. stated 
Miss 
Joyce Backus, college 
librarian. 


























 out my 
1..r.ide-pointaver-
age last night (using the 741st possible combina-
tion I and 
drawing  
up a flexible study
 schedule
 for 
finals, with some of the nicest oblong boxes you 





week  rather than next, 
as




Naturally you can imagine the utter horror 
which grabbed at my very heart (and if you can-
not, you are just not trying 1. It 
was  this simple 
error in calculating the coming of June that the 
ugly business of "cramming"




Unfortunately, this has become a rather 
vulgar word with seamy connotations simply be-
cause a few professors hold to the antiquated 
notion that cramming does little good and casts 
an ethical slur
 upon one's honor, just a notch 
above whipping scullery maids. "That is no way 
to go through college! Fie!" And they rant tbout 
making it very unpleasant for everyone. 
Well, if cramming is not a way 
to go through 
college, it certainly is a successful working substi-
tute and will have 
to
 make do until something 
less excruciating comes along  to take 
its place. 
One of the major reasons I am forced to 
cram 
is because. exam questions simply refuse to 
touch on 





instance, it is quite well known in my 
small circle of friends
 that I happen to have 
several interesting sidelights on Anglo-Iranian 
trade  embargoes ready for retelling at any time, 
smattering of 
Iroquois stalking terms. some 
anecdotes on Mr. Justice Holmes
 and I have re-
cently read a little on small-sase
 flower arrang-
ing. 
But these topics go 
begging
 in finals so that 
I am often hard -put to use 
illicit
 methods for 
squeezing in those subjects I 
DO know something 
about. 
* *. * 
"NAME THE
 PRESIDENT at the time of 
the Haymarket Riot"
 (And no peeking.) I shall 
summon forth the answer 
to this one by means of 
a 
strange
 series of it...rental 
probingssuch  as re-
membering
 a movie I saw one night two
 years 
ago 
on a late -hour television show: so, like Bridey 
Murphy, 
back
 I grope into the past, trying to see 
who 
in heck that president 
really was. (I have 
already
 eliminated Lincoln, Ike, 
Washington and 
FDR as too 
obvious; Tyler, Polk and  Hayes
 are 
discarded 
because their names 
are too short for 
the blank. 
But 
wait! Suddenly spiraling onto my screen 
is a rather poor shot of 
Charles  Coburn in a high 




 played the elusive rascal I am 
trying to track down! The next 
step is to recall 
which president Charles Coburn looks most like.
 
So in my mind's eye, I begin flipping
 through 
a 95 cent book on "Presidents and Their Wives" 
such as I browsed through
 in a second-hand book 
store  several 
years  back. 
After
 a few moments I settle
 on Hoover and 
mark him in.
 Later. I discover that I 
was  think-
ing of the 
"Stockmarket"  Crash 
all  along and 
Hoover  is dead 
wrong.  
Incidentally, those
 persons who insist on 
talk-
ing about
 their answers 
just after a test 
take all 
the suspense
 out of it for 




 they begin, 
that  I 
might
 at 
least have a few happy days to revel in the 
thought that my answers were pretty darn good! 
* * * 
THERE IS ONE favorite trick I have for 
getting through especially nasty exams. It is 




Bluff." Here is a sample essay answer 
demon-
strating how it works: "The extent to 
which 
cotton played an important part 
in the restora-
tion of the South was 
dependent mainly on two 




 notice the words "extent"
 and "de-
pendent." These are very 
good,  as they lead the 
instructor to think you 
have a clear grasp of the 
language; in some of the 
more incoherent instruc-
tors this is an invaluable
 tally for your side. 
Later in the question 
we can say, "The eot-
ton played an important role 
with industry at 
this time." 
First off you 
will note we have not said much 
of anything, but there is one page of bluebook 
filled, automatically netting you a fiver. 
Notice, please, the word 
"industry"  and its 
use in the sentence. 
"Industry"  was nearly always 
playing a large part in 
something or other and in 
general making a damn 
nuisance of itself in front 
of everyone. 
This brings us to "Big Business"one of the 
best phrases ever devised. The very word con-
jures up all sorts of horrible things in one's mind 
and there is just no telling what it means. 
A few other handy terms
 not to forget are: 
1. "The American 
Dream" (for English 
majors). 
2. The 
"Wechsler-Belicue  Tests" (for 
strug-




ought  to be versus what should be" 
(for philosophy majors). 
4. "New Deal" (poll. eel. and government 
flunkies). 
6. "Heredity vs. environment" (this for so-
ciology. and in a pinch, biology, majors and 
minors). 
6. "man's inhumanity to man" (handy for 
English, 
police and football majors).
 
I must caution all of you not to 
go climbing 
out
 on verbal limbs and attempt to find
 reasons 
for any 
answers;  simply drop the terms
 in at 
regular 
intervals.  Leave it to the readersthey 
are definitely 
better  qualified and have the 
cor-
rect
 answers at their fingertips. (They will know 
what you mean, 
even if you do not.)
 
* * * 
SO MUCH FOR worrying about all this final 
exam 
business. If you ask me, I think the 
entire  
thing gets entirely
 too much publicity. 
Well, I must get back now to figuring 
up
 my 
grade -point totals for this semester. Things are 
looking somewhat 
murkey,  and this late in the 
term, that is 
not a good sign. 
I 
must




totals if I ever want to 
finish  by the 
end of this week. 
There  are only 16,947 possible
 
combinations.  But 
all  in all, it looks 
like I will 
be 
pulling in a 
somewhat 
pallid  2.1. 
(Let's  see nowa B 
in psych would 
balance
 
out a D in 
typing 








Imagine a d-  
with  "Kookie."  
the darling of 




 San Jose State 
freshman,  doesn't 
have  to imag-
ine 
such a dream 
date.  for Fri-
day 
morning
 she leaves for 
Los 
Angeles to 
spend  the day with 
Ed Burns, the young
 parking lot 
attendant in 
the popular TV 
series. 
Miss Conklin learned of her 
date yesterday from Bois Hol-
mes of radio station KSJO. She 






 to a 
burglar 
alarm at a suburban 
fish-
ing resort, they 
found that the 
alarm's $125 




contest s%ithout eten 
knowing











the film capitol, then 
dinner 
and Ganeing with 
"Koo-
Miss Conklin said she 
had sent 
in 
a 10 cent pocket comb
 and a 
self-addressed envelope 
which 
she thought would entitle her 
to
 a recording of Burns' "77 
Sunset Strip" disc. "I never 
thought I'd 
get such a prize," 
she added. 
The
 SJS coed leaves Friday 
morning 
and will be accompan-
ied by 
Holmes.
 She will return 
late Friday evening
















Day of Final 
English  A, IA, 2A;
 1:00-4:00 














Tuesday.  June 9 
2:30 classes 


























MTThF  or 
TThF
   
9:30-12:20  3:00-5:50 
MTWF,  MTWTh. TWThF
 or TWF 8:30-11:20 2:00-4:50 
MW
 
.   
7:30- 9:20 1:00-2:50 
WF   
8:30-10:20 2:00-3:50 
M   
7:30- 8:20 1:00-1:50 












 resulting from conflicts will be on 
Thursday,
 June 11. Exams for 
evening
 classes will be on the 
same  day 
the class 
regularly
 meets during finals week. from 
7-10  p.m. 
THE END 
This is 
the last Spartan 
Daily  
issue

















twice a week. 
Advertis-
ers may 
purchase  space in Sum-
mertime.%  by 
telephoning ( 5'
 

























 swept Saturday and
 Sunday, during 





























Itporters  Gregory H. Brown, 
Jerry  Nach 
°man. Ed 
Holland, Jerry Redford, Paul Elders, 
Larry 
Worthington.
 Fella Elizaide, Peter 
Walls,
 Doug William,. Joanne Osman.
 Darla. 
Jean Rode, Phyllis 
Medal!,  Mariorie Nick's's% 
Geraldine Garden, Judy White,  
Advridising  Staff 
Robert
 terry's*, Bill Crawford, Wilson Creek, 
Key Idotm, Scott Irwin, 
Karen Mack. Store 
Maritakas, Bill 
Martin.
 Bill Manatee, Sandy 
McGowan, Bob Palm!, Dick Pels, Dane 
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 IF i3-t15 e'01' 
15 

























































lies  not in 
the facts
 I have 
learned,  














 I believe 



















feel I have 
learned a 









business,  I 
don't









 base on which
 to build when


















 And if I 
were  to 
single





 the one of 
most value,
 I would 
say that 
the  ability to 
look at a 
problem  from 
all
 angles and not
 accept it as 




 be of most
 worth. 
NANCY HERMAN, 22, Education major: 
I feel that my 
educational  experience in 
col-





four years of college I have not only learned the 
skills of my 
profession, but I have also broadened 
my concepts of life. Through social 
activities and 
classes I have learned to understand myself and 
the people around me and I have learned the cul-
tural aspects of our 






























 taught me 
to
 keep my mind
 open to new 
ideas 
and 
experiences.  I do 




 college. It is 
my belief that this
 
is 
when life's education 
really begins, one 
thing 
I dislike
 about college is that there
 is too much 
emphasis on grades; 
it
 should be more directed 







3 -Speed RALEIGH 
from England or the 
10








 CY 3-9766 
COME


























movie  ... 









Edith  or Evelyn 
345 S. First 
CY 3-7007 































































































































































































































and  to 
inform  










efforts  to 
obtain  
action 



























request  to 
the legal 
office  of 









date,  we 


















































































































































































































































































































 Open 'til Midnight 
 Phone CYpress 3-7500 
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS 
545 S. 2nd. St.  































































.1.11, 5 I 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sit  ow you 
reniclialered  
















































































sales  management. 
Take
 the time now to 
talk
 with us 













































 from It, 
"When
 I came here,
 
I was de-
termined  not 
to join 
anything,  but 


































 to teach.  
art
 in  
a few 


















 the right 
might  
take it here,"
 he said. 
Alexander




















 college in stu- 
will 
make  
the  major 

















































we'll  be 






























































bicycle ra e 
k , Including 
200 


















35c  bucket with 
ASB Card 
S. 10th & 
Road  
racks 




 on campus 
lawns  out to the 
curb area, 
which, Incidentally,




 foreman in tb. 
building 
and  grounds deina r t - 
mem,  said the rucks
 will by 
bolted down 
once they are 
mov-









racks  stolen and 





slabs will be 
substi-
tuted 





and Drama Building, 
Centennial Hall,
 Police  Bar-
racks,
 Women's 















 will lead 
the  Young 
P.epublicans  
club  at 












while  Jacobson and Miss Das. I, 





... heads court 





















Martha  Thomas, retii 
associate professor of home 




 faculty at a 
fare-
well










Wendt.  14970 
Penitencia
 Creek 
Rd.,  and 
will
 







Elementary  School 
Physical 
Education,  a one week 
course for.  






































With  The Mustache 
for 




















CHICKEN "ITALIAN STLYE" 
Salad, French Fries 
and French Bread. Special 
88c  
Open Daily 
4p.m.-12:30  a.m. 
SAL
 and LUIGI'S 
347  S. FIRST ST. 
Fri. and Sat. 4 

























































































































































jackets,  and 
Pants for only 
Coats. car coats, 
plain  I 
dresses, and














First, turn right on W. 
Virginia)
 










early yesterday morning, dis-
covered 
that some persons un-
known  had left an outhouse 
on 
their 
front  porch, police reported. 




sorority annex at 148 S. 
11th
 St., told police that when 






she found an outhouse standing 
directly in front of the door. 
The structure had apparently 
come 













 A Happy Vacation! 
We'll 














TOWN & COUNTRY  PENALJO  PAMELA TOMAS 





town San Jose 
Charge
 Accounts





















 coed who has
 lived 
through  what 




 in their 
text 
books. 
Milly Bennett Amlie, known af-
fectiOnately as "Milly" to her fel-
low journalism 
majors, can tell 
you first-hand how
 it feels to 
prowl unnoticed through
 a Siber-
ian concentration camp, face a 
death sentence for 
ha%ing
 "con-
spired to overthrow the govern-
ment of Peking" and to dodge bul-




She has done all this and more 
during her
 40 -odd adventuresome 
years as a newspaperwoman. 
"Curiosity has 
driven  me, and 
crusading 
has  burned me," Milly 
explains.
 
And what kind of life has 
been?
 
Milly's first job, at nothing a 
week, was with the San Francisco 
News. "She works like a man," 
was her city editor's opinion. 
Honolulu was the next stop for 
Milly. Along with the Honolulu 
Advertiser, Milly covered the first 
successful flight from California 
to Hawaii of Navy Cmdr. John 
Rodgers. 
Emperor Chiang Kai-shek cap-
tured Shanghai in 1927and "de-





pipes,  cigars, accessories 
POCKET BOOKS & MAGAZINES 
339 S. FIRST 
CY 7-4653 




And who was making 
the  pro-
paganda? 
Milly,  who had  come 
front Hawaii in 1926 to head the 
agency, serving the half dozen 
North
 China English language 
newspapers.  
Milly was
 arrested for "conspir-
acy 
against  Peking's government 








 to her aid and Milly 
escaped  
her captors and 
China. 
"I saw the city of Belchite 
fall."
 
Milly describes the 
Spanish Civil 
War from a 
machine
 gun position 
near the city 
wall. 
"Soon,  all to soon. I 
was well 
established in 
my 50's and my 
husband had 
died and I had no 










































































































Janis  L. 
Stayfon. 
Beta 
Sigma Phi, Xi 
Delta  Omicron 







 $100  
from Allan. Me-










Er   
Page I) 
David
 Klaus Oppenheim, 
$250 from 











conducted  tours to 
near-
by places
 of Interest 
including 





























 administration and 
super-
vision,  in the 










On Siudent Jobs 
SACRAMENTO (CPI)
 The 
Assembly has passed and sent 
to 
the Senate a bill by 
Assembly-




permit  foreign ex-
change students to 
hold
 "on -cam-










Scholarship,  $200 each,
 Rich-
ard 
Merrill Smith, Edward 
Donald  Rod-
rigues,
 Paul  Crosley 













 $100, to El-













 choose from 
From 
$4 PER 











 charge on 
rentals  
First Month's 














One block south of Sears 
466 Meridian



















































































































































































































































































































































Bring  in 
your
















































Open every day 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































point  to 
officials
 cover-
ing the meet, but












 of freshman 
Willie  Wil-
liams who actually 
heat Mort, 
in the 100 trials with a 9.5 sic:, 






































































4th and San 





































































































































 Myers 149.01. 
Norton
 














. :t h. 










 this year, had a 
hest of 
















long,  will give 
, Spartans plenty 
of depth in 
sprints. Brooks 
19.1i  will be 
for the rest






















team  will 

















017.8i   
.; with Mike 
r:'in,   f the 
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/oil 
Kelly  























































































































































































































































































guy  like Hay?"'
 
Coattli








 of Ra-.s 
Norton
 
ail!  most 











 Arming our 
freshmen displayed
 till - 
year. We 
may have an even





Vaults 15 Ff. 
L.eorge .1.ttlos,
 former San J./se 
' State student, now 
competing  for 
Santa Clara 
Youth  Village, ac-
complished  a lifelong 
ambition at 
the California Relays
 when he 
aulted 15 feet for the first
 time 
in his life. 
s Mattos. 29,
 in the Marine Corps
 
has been consistently
 around the 
magic mark all 
season
 long. 
During the meet the announcer 
, remarked that fur 
the first time 
' in track and field history four 
vaulters bettered 13 feet. Don 
Bragg. Aubrey Dooley,
 Jim Grahm 
" and 




1 In Friday night's Compton
 
in-
vitational meet at Los 
Angeles.
 
there will be six men entered who
 
 have cleared the 15 foot mark.
 
... YOUR EYES 
CAN ONLY 
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR 
























































Off in NCAA 
k six -man team
 




































,Ile matches to be 
played  June 
22-27. Both team and
 individual 
1.4rampions 
will be crowned. Sev-
ral 
of the nation's 
top  schools will 
reresented
 at the tournament
 
Among  colleges 
expected-  to send 
 'riffles a -e 
Stanford. Oregon. Ore -
n State, 
Oklahoma  State, South -
'In 
Methodist, North























first two days 
will  consist 
of 
18
 holes of medal
 play to deter-
mine team 


















Jack Lueeti and 
'Ann Duna-
way are the 
Spartans  with the 
lowest  season
 aerage 
and  on 
the 
basis  of this figure
 to stand 
the 
best







Walt  McPherson 
puts It, 
"In a 
tournament  like 
this,  any-
thing  can 
happen."  
Other golfers
 expected to 
be in 
the 
thick  of the 
battle
 for medalist 
1 
honors
 are: Spinola, FSC; Bob Cal-
lan, 


























































Trans. $35 and up 
 Valve 
Jobs S15







































































































































mosher's  for 
SENIORS...
 
NEW JOB . . . OR JUST FOR 
PLEASURE 














SAN JOSE STATE'S TRADITIONAL SHOP 
50 SOUTH

































were active in the 
intramural
 program this semester. 













 far the majority of the students,  
and to further 
cultivate
 
skills  which 
enable 
them to be carried 
on as rev-
- - - - eaticnal 






embraced  welt %ports 
 The spring- semester intrastm r -
as 







270 ft. this year and Tidwell is 
the defending champion in the 
low 
hurdles  (curvet 22.7 and rec-
ognized American champion 
in 
this 






of the 100 yard 
dash. Shelby is the 
defendhig 




 closed the 
NCAA topic 
by saying, 






 ultimate iNCAA).  
y restling,  volleyball, 
swhiuning,
 
, and track. 
Nationalist
 China Out 
Now 
that Nationalist China has 
been expelled from the Interna-
tional Olympics
 Committee. Red 
China is 
expected
 to make a bid  
to compete in 
the games. The l 
Reds are 
pursuing  a state sports 
program
 that 






Basketball, the firTit sport 
to td, 
carried in 










Kappa Alpha, the fraternity league 
ihampion, won the all -college tro-
phy by beating the Whalers. 
wie-
ners of the 
independent  loop. 
Softball, the other major spor 




eight  independent 
teams. The independent league 
titleists 
were the Clods. Delta Up-
silon won the fraternity crown in 
a playoff with Sigma Alpha
 Epsi-
lon. 
































game  of 












 is the 
complete 
Spar-  
. June 22-28. 
Sept.  
At the 







Jose  State 
will  he 
represented  
by







































































San  Jose 
State 
fans 





























combo  while 
Watson  aral 
Oet.  
said last
 week that 
70.000 
Chinese




















 tournament,  
an by 
korian






for  the Little 








Alpha  Tau 






Open  tourney, 
June













wrestling  room 
of 
the MPH'S 











ball, track and 
field,
 
gymnastics.  Gym before a standing 
room 




and  table ten- 
only crowd. 
"The reason
 for this move."
 
 
Kimmel  has a best of 
14-11! 
nis. 
Volleyball, swimming, and track 
Dutch  explained, "Is to 
give our 
this year. Up Irons the fresh-
, 
were
 all one -day events and 
were . 
players a chance
 to work out on 
man




conducted  in the fraternity 
re. Sign of the Leadet , 
division. The intramural volley all 
* 
clay courts,
 similar to the ones 
I 




on which the NCAA matches RROADJump 










 were held in the , ' 
Men's Gym.
 







California."  he 
continued,
 
"and  the 





transition to clay from the ones 
of Mac Burton. Mack, who went
 
of the fraternity swimming meet,  
we 













in the Cal meet and hasn't corn-
- 
exent.  
"On a clay 
court,  as opposed to 
peted except for the Fresno Re -
The *track meet was held in 
the composition courts  found 
in
 
lays where he 
aggravated  the in -
Spartan 
Stadium. ATO won the 
California, the big problem 
is
 one 
jury. Ed Marcus 423-7i will 
grad-
tearn
 title while Bob 
McGetchin  of 
of footing. The 
players must get 




the individual honors. 
used to 






their shots," Krikorian said. 
 LOSE: None. 
As to the 
outcome  of the 





NCAA nottchets, Krikorlan would 
should
 be the 
kingpin
 of the 
west  
,ay no more than, -We
 have a 
, 









 should do 
well 
year. Coach Winter believes that 
trick  there." 
Errol is capable of going
 close to 
Butch 
rated Tulane 
as one of 























, its matches on clay 
courts  and 
added strength 
in




 in Ron 
Holm- 
Marcus another good prospect. 
,.rg and Henry Crawford.
 






 both return. 
.vs -a.
 and of 
course  
Stanford
 were , 
LOSE: None. 
 te 
other teams mentioned -by Kri-
 
BACK: Tom Daniels, Le Roy 
r:orian as tournament contenders. 
Shields,
 Ross, Arrington of 
the 
The Spartans need not go Into 
varsity and Jim Cadile (47-8) and 
the tourney fearing the records 
John
 Sutro (49-111  from 
the 
















any  tennis squad in the sehoors 
HACK: The Spartansssltl  
 history. Their 13-3 season -record 
definitely
 lose ground ill the
 
speaks for Itself. 
  event with the loss of 
Whitney Reed, the Spartans' top 
jizeell,isn  




'Jim Garcia, Hal Mince (trans-
feated in collegiate 








team of Reed and Bob Hill is also 
DISCUS 
undefeated In collegiate matches , 
LOSE: Larry collier. 
BACK: Tom Daniels, 
Jim Ross  
and Frank Malynne from the 
var-
season hy winning both the con- 
sity




















at the Ojai Tennis Tourna-
ment during the season. 
Probably  the biggest 
win of 
the 
season for the Spartans 
came
 in 
the Northern California Intercol 
legiate Championship which they 
won at Stanford 
in
 February. 
The tourney was even more of 
a success
 for SJS due to the fact 
that the 
finals
 were an all -Spartan 









There are 45.6 grains of copper 
,nixed
 with 2.4 grains of 
zinc and 
fin in 
each  Lincoln penny, 145 of 
hi,h \!,,t1
 
Look for the A-1 Label' 
above the right side pocket 
:.,:noo,h Lan% tapered lairs and 
flapped back 
pockets. In a wide' 
selection of colors
 and fabrics. 




Tapers,  sizes 4 to 18.
 33.98 
and 84.50. 










was bowling. A total of 30 teams. 







Theta  Chi 
won
 the fratertaity division and the 
King Pins copped the independent 
loop. 


















































 took the West Coast Ath-
letic 












402 S. 3rd 
C P & 
SERVICE STATION 
Premulen  Gas and 





















HOUSE OF PIZZA 
315 Almaden Ave. CT 7-9901 
Near the Civic Auditorium
 
If you'r frying 
to 
get Mr. TROUT 
or Mr. 
BASS.  cores 
and  
see  us. 
You 
can catch 






































 here, It 
p.m. 









 HI -Fl 










STEREO HI -Fl 
































































































mean  you 
have















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 the hest in 




-We were well 
ahead  of last year's 
spring  drills," 
said 





 San Jose 









on the west 
coast. 
 




mainstay of the 









ready  to sign with 





























 of the 
District  
Eight  
















.   
20t 
(Both
 Priced to Go) 
DINNERS
 




































































































































































































































































































































































swimming  roach 
Tom
 



























































































































from  Pau, 51 
in the
 400 -yard 




























 walk, Tom 
didn't 
former Olympic
 Champion wit.' 
was timed in 
9.6. 
Williams  also 
turned  In a 
tre-
mendous 47.4 
anchor lap In 
the 
mile relay  
in which the fresh-
man we -re 
competing
 in the open 
division.
 California 






Aronstam,  139 













State  will 
be the top 
con-
tender















 but will 
be
 strong in 
four classes  






 has been reputed
 the Bengals 




! pounders in 
Jerry  Armstrong. 
Armstrong
 competed in 
all  of the 
Idaho
 State dual meets
 as a fresh -




Wisconsin will have Charley 
Mohr, 
national champion at 
165 
lbs.. hack, plus a topnotch heavy-
iveight
 in Bob Christopher. Ac-
cording to Menendez, the Badgers 
will be "tough" 
in four weight 
classes. 
Sacramento 
State  will lose 
only Jim
 Flood, semi-finalist in 
the 165 











 all for the




returning;  will he 
one











 to he 
a tougher
 test 











mark  in 






















































































































sitting out his ineligibility 
this year Tom also swam for Bay:, 
Vista, 
In









Ore., taking first place in the 2211 








mers  in the San Jose AAU meet 
the same month. 
Macedo's
 top effort this year 
and what he 
considers  his big-
gest thrill in stvitnming
 ram,. in 
the national
 A.tl' meet at 
Ness  
Hay en, Conn. 
Competing  against 
the
 nation's best  
swimmers  he 
placed fourth 
in the 100 -yard 
backstroke
 and fifth 
In the 220. 
I In July, 






land has the added




 Japan if he 
one of the 
two top 
backstroke:  - 
Macedo 




with  much of 
the 
progress  se 
has  made. 
He
 also 









 national mark 
in the in-
dividual






is undecided on what 
he will










Uncle  Sam 





























 With a little 
bit  of 





























































































1111001.11 I. IP I 
.,1 Foot Pals. 
take much
 of an 
interest  In 
swimming until 
his  sophomore 
year at 
San  Leandro High
 
School, 
where  he swans
 on the 
Junior %amity
 team. 
Tom lettered on 
the varsity 
squad his junior
 and senior years, 
event in 
3:09.6 with Jack Yer-
but 









on fire. After 
being  graduat- 
anchor lap. 
The  Spartans, making their
 final 
tended San 
Mateo  Junior College 
eft from San 
Leandro
 High, he at -
relay run of 
the year, almost 
turned in a 
super -human effort as 
for a 
year.  The college
 had no 
swimming  team. so 
Tom kept in 
they
 tied the world's record
 in the 
shape by 
competing  for the Baya ! 
440-relay only to lose to Texas 
Vista swim club of San Leandro ; University 
who established a new 
world mark 
of 39.6. 






half -mile baton event when Mr..  
Norton turned in his terra 
anchor lap to run Eddie Southei 





 .5 off the 
world's
 record' 
Both  Norton and Poynter by-
passed the 200 heat after their 








 in the 
100, 
took 
the 220 In relay




waard were the other placers for 
San Jose State.
 
Williams leaped 6-R in the high 
jump









We specialize in tlet tops! 
All 
Haircuts  $1.25 
Op., Until 4 3fil 















Dublin to the Iron Curtain Africa 




 age any. 
Also short trips. 
EUROPE  SUMMER TOURS 















& Eggs  
95e 
Fountain 


















 attributed the 
Yankee
 climb from the 
basement
 
of the American 
League,










 12 games and 
has .476, 
boosting
 hilt average 
from .290 to 
.328  His blows 
included four home 
runs,  four 
doubles
 and 12 singles. 




















 & Thurs. Nights 
Till  9 
p.m. 













 flattops  crews 












































































































With the coming 
of the 
"marry" month 
of June, many 
SJS men and
 women will launch 
themselves into the state of 
matrimony which
 has been with 
us since tribal 
times.  
Marriage  and the tradition of 
best 
men,  ushers and engage-
ment rings date from prehis-
toric times. Man had made 
much 
progress  since those days 
of plaited grass love -tokens, but 






tiges of that frantic time. 
The details of showers,
 bridal 
fittings, picture - takings, shop-
ping lotus, 
bachelor parties, 




many  other activi-
ties actually have little to 
do 
with the marriage of a man and 
woman.
 




 lives - but 
many couples are so exhausted
 
by 













 one fashion 
maga-
zine. 
Of course, many women
 en-
joy 
the  excitement. 









 one of the rites
 of 
passage - 




 the status of an in-
dividual, 
The emphasis on gifts
 some-
times creates  an 
stunning situa-
tion. The more parties and pres-
ents 













be broken for 
the sake of the future lutpM-
ness of 
both people. 
One of the most 
troubling
 so-
cial problems of today
 Is that 
young 




for the wedding, that 






















s I .99 2.99 3.99 











 : to 98.6C 







































Nickson  is a 
member  of 
Phi Kappa 
Phi,  national  scho-
lastic 




 She has 
also served 
on
 the college 
Fair-
ness  Committe . 





















night the sisters of 
Sigma Kappa heard of the en-
gagement of 
Arlene  Phillips to 
Bob Wilson. 
Both are 
senior  journalism 
majors. Wilson will graduate 
this August: Miss 
Phillips, in 
February 1960. Los Angeles Is 
Wilson's home
 town. 
The hride-to-be was Spartan 
Daily society editor last fall. 
























H0,17 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
 









bit -. t:ly Communion 
9:25 end 11:00 a.m. 
Morning 
Prayer 
W. B. Murdock, Rector 
Warren 
DnLeritiam






 first insertion 
20c  
line  succeeding insertions 

















 TO COLLEGE-Clea^  











 2 or 3 bdrm. dup'er.
 water 
: 




 CL 8.7980. 














491 S. 7th. 
Summer
 Sess. June 15
-Sept.
 I, comp. 
2ibdrm.
 apt. Util. pd. 













'item ace, barbecue. S. 6th, Cell CY 2 
-443 
Rooms
 for summer school. One and two 
$79.50 
UP. ANN




 priv. By the week 
Of TO. 
SOO 
ivifq in new deluxe garden apts. 
Fret. 
hse. Call 























GIRLS -Now accepting res. for summer 
Furn. 


























aro.. 3 at 547 So.
 
11th 
St.  or 













 9th and 























































Sundays 350 S. 10th. 
' 11  3 a^d 4 
rms. Very reas. 575 
5, 11th. 
v ii  .2au. 







 Al Simon, 
208
 N. Pit 






 4 students. 664 
S.84  
SUMMER RATES  Faire,
 studio I and 7 




 builtiin ape: 









rem. Les Kirby,  Mgr. CY 4-9042
 
3-rm. 
















5.5847.  655 
S. 
6th 
Lrge sunny front room. 

















3 intim, 2 
















































Tape recorder, ores. new dual -track, 









 model CY 
4-1463.
 








 Healey. good 








































 Must be 
available 
full 
days. We pay you -no fees charged. 
Apply at 
once for work anywhere on 
the  Peninsula. MANPOWER Inc. of San 
Jose 
Agency 246 S. Ist St, 




Fare. apts,  
summer
 rates. Couples $80 
eo 




























 Or AL 
7.3420.






 for L.A. 
CY 




 CH 8-1529. 














student. Male res. for est+ 
year itti, 
Call CY 4-0121
 or CH 8-3256 
Large









rate:  Furn. apts. error". 
3 or 4 
studwr.s 1/7 
64,  to SJS. Garage 
wash. 
far,.
















 for men 
students
 










499 5, Ith,  CY 5-5362 
or


















 or men students 








































from col $35. Call CY 5 
0470. 





















































































 year, she 
















 for a 
term










 At San  
Mateo  she 
bolstered  
school spirit











 spirit include 
the 
continued  push to make it equal to 
that of the 
"big time" schools, says the new 
rally chairman. 
"We will try for better 
coordination -between 
ourselves 











































Another  goal 





















































































improves,  our rooting and spirit 
should 
be equal 
to it, she 
added. 
Carol's 
academic  interest 
Is  general 
educa-
tion, 
her major field 
After graduation









By JOYCE FLORES 
Women's Page Editor
 
(Editor's Note: This is the last of a two-part series  on 
problems of new sfu 
dents. The first section dealt 
with  housing on campus.) 
Think back




 how strange and 
different 
everything seemed? 
Reflecting back on this 
experi-
ence,
 have you ever analyzed 
the cause of that generally be-
fuddled feeling?
 
For the freshman student 
the 
cause is mainly the general 
break 
with the home 
environ-
ment, opines Robert S. Martin, 
associate dean of students. 
These new students must 
learn on their own how to budg-
et time
 and money to suit their 
best nerds. They're 
required
 to 
make their own 
decisions,  with-
out the 
handy  advice of parents 
-If they live 
on 
CaraPuft.  




 learn that 
every  statement
 
expressed by their professors is 
not "the 
last
 word" on the sub-
ject, but many times is opinion. 
On the other hand, however, 
























































at no extra 
cost. 
W. (7. V A N 
eweteri
 
L12(N sod JUNG 




 See Jose 
First & 


























hell he come% to college? 
"The answer 
depends  almost 
entirely 
on the individual 
stu-
dent," 
says Dean Martin. 
How-
ever, he stated that freshmen 
should try to 
move more slowly 
in the 
world of extracurricular 
activities than the more sea-
soned
 students 
who have had 
more experience with college. 
"Freshmen should select one 
or two
 major areas of interest 
at 
first,"
 he stated. During their 
first 
year  or semester they will 









 in view. 
Again,




dents. These iwrsons know their 
interests and capabilities. They 
can be more 
ambitious  in their 






 of gaining a sense
 of identity 
here,
 the dean added. Students 
who
 have been 
part of the school 
since their freshman
 year grov 
up as 
part of the college. 
Ac 
college students they mature 
right here and are thus 
psycho-
logically part of the college fam-
ily.  
Often 
transfer  students 
don't 
develop a loyalty to their new 
school, he added. They merely 
regard




begun,  often times at 































































































































































"A Cordial Invitation for 
Every  Sunday" 
TRI-C 
"A 
Group  with 
YOU  in mind" 
EVERY  SUNDAY 
9:30 A.M. 
































 _ 41 East 










































































































aer:al view of the campus, taken
 last 









 They are: (I) The two-story 






Men's  and 
Women's  Gyms, (2) the 
Industrial  
Arts 
Bldg. at 9th and 
San Fernando Sts., (3) Art 
Bldg., (4) Health 
Bldg. (5) three women's
 
residence




There are more coming. New 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































strips  and 






 yet to 
come 
up 































movies  the guy with 
I the 
glasses  usually dies unglori-
misty.  depicted as 
a little runt 
of whom 
everyone  makes fun or 
turns
 out to be a 
coward
 who 




When  it comes to 
musicals  or 
romantic
 




the fall guy or plays big brother 
to gals like Kim Novak, Liz Tay-
lor, or Mitzi Gaynor. 
With  dolls 
like that around,
 who feels any 
brotherly love?  
Of






 Everyone is 
familiar
 
with  the "plain jane" 
who as soon 
as she sheds her















































































































































































































































































































































 odd balls of 
one 
sort or 
other.  If memory 
serves 
me
 correctly quite a 
few good men 
have worn 
glasses  since 
their  in-
vention
 by Roger 
Bacon in the 
13th century. 
Old 
Ben  Franklin 
always  had a 
pair 
precariously
 balanced on 
the  
bridge 
of his nose, rough rider and 
former president Teddy Roosevelt 
wore 'em, Harry Truman wears 







Mrs. 13eanor Mann. acting 
head
 
of the Occupational Therapy De-
partment, and Mrs. Elsa Hill, as-
sistant professor of occupational 
therapy, will explain San Jose 
State's occupational therapy cur-
riculum at a 
conference  sponsored 
by the National Foundation Mon-
day through 
Wednesday  at Rick-



























































wiii  be 































































the new building 
areas




 this time 








 in the 
Cafeteria
























One of the 





























 and civil engineering. 
A 
general Division et Engineer' -
II  meeting




 in EllS. Other depart-
mental activities scheduled include
 
the annual 
student  art exhibition 
in the art department at 10 a.m., 
an alumni tea for philosophy 
ma-
jors in the Cafeteria, room 
A, at 
2:30 




faculty tea room of the Home F,co-
11,,Illi,s;
 







Grades will be withheld 
from 
1 students with fees and fines out-
standing, the Registrar's Office re-
ported
 yesterday. 
Library fines, industrial arts 
fees and fines, bad checks and 
breakage fees from the 
Science
 































of making men 
fall for them. 
Comely
 Betsy 








Koshner.  a 
pleasant. 
dark -eyed.











15 and 20 
SJS 
males  lime 
flipped  over
 them 



















































important  In 
advanced  judo,
 but to the 
novice it 
is often 
an asset. At 5 
feet 9 and 130
 pounds, Betsy













has to do 
is
 look at 
her  opponent 
with her 
baby  blue 
eyes
 and he 
hasn't got a 
chance." 
Judo is 
known  as "the 
gentle  art," but
 listening to 
Betsy re-
count























landed  on her. 
"Getting 
over  the fear of 
falling was the 





Learning  to 
fall
 is an art in itself
 and after 





 head isn't the proper part 
of the 
anatomy
 to Land on. 
Florence was 
introduced  to judo 
when she went on 
a date with 
a fellow who was 
taking lessons at the
 San Jose Buddhist 
Club. 
They attended
 a tournament at 
the club and 
Florence
 immediately 
fell in love 
with  the sport. 
"I guess I liked
 judo because I'm
 small and in 
this
 sport size 
didn't seem to matter." 
She soon began taking lessons 
at the Budd-
hist club. This
 was in February 
1958, and she has
 been at it since. 
Florence was one of 
13 SJS coeds who signed 
up for judo at SJS 
last fall. 
She and Betsy are 
the only (Me% to finish 
out the year. Inci-
dentally, Florence
 has even outlasted 
the fellow uho Introduced
 
her to the sport. 
Florence 
works out Tuesday and
 Thursday at SJS and 
at the 
San Jose Buddhist 
club  Thursday nights. Because
 of her size she 
has  to rely heavily on skill and 
coordination.
 The fellows in her 
judo classes
 have affectionately dubbed her the 
"Tiger."  
A native of St. Louis, 
Mo.,
 Florence has lived in Los Angeles 
since she was 18 months old.
 During summer, Christmas and Easter 
vacations, she takes her 
Judo  suit home with her where she works
 
out at the Senior Judo club with some of the
 nation's top judoists. 
The last time she 
was home "Tiger" worked out with 
Stahl-




 is very interested in Japanese 
culture  and currently 
is attending Japanese 
school at the San Jose Buddhist church. 
She would like to someday work in Japan
 as an occupational 
therapist. 
Both girls 
are  well liked by their
 
classmates and coach Uchida 
says they learn as rapidly as male judoists.  
Although you'd expect a fellow
 to be a lit
 
le leary of going out 
with a gal who can literally throw him for a loop.
 SJS' flippin' 
femmes coyly admit they've had no shortage of dates yet. 
More 
car  than this Impala Sport Coupe is 
hard











































































 only  thing









does,  along 













compete  only in 
the 
sense  of 
price.





Chevy's,  real 
com-








 coil springs at 
all 
four wheels 
and the leaf springs 
that most other cars still use.
 Take 
a Chevy 
down  a snaky back road 
and you'll feel the difference in the 







hardly  a ripple. 




































Goodwin  and 
Barton 
Snyder, 
senior  music 
majors 



























stipend  and 
low-cost  housing 





















soloist with the 
SJS  symphony 
twice, and 
presented
 a senior 
recital 
earlier
 this semester. 
At 





 degree, and 
will  study piano 
with Gunnar 
Johansen. 
Snyder, a violinist, is married 
and has two children. His fam-
ily will accompany him to In-
diana where he will serve an 
assistantship while working 
toward his master's degree in 
the Indiana School of Music. 
Indiana University maintains 
three major orchestral en-
sembles: The Philharmonic Or-
chestra,









opera  orchestra, which ac-
companies







 group for students.
 
Snyder
 will work with mem-
bers of the
 Berkshire Quartet 
now 
on the










































































side of the 
news in 
sport  













































in a pair 
of these easy 
care, 
wash'n




























Awards  Night 






 are invited. 
The 




dancesome  lyrical, 
some satirical --by
 
faculty  and 
students.  Dr. Hugh 
Gillis, pro-
fessor




this  June finishes 
SO
 













 a Point!" 
Awards  to be presented in-
clude Dr. 
Dorothy  Kaucher 
Aw 
a rds, San Jose 
Players  
Scholarship















ballot  and 




was open for the name 
of out-
standing students in each of 
seven areas: speech and hearing, 
forensics, oral interpretation, 
radio
-television,





Balloting was held 
in early 
May, and more than 50 students 
were
 
nominated for the 
awards.  
Names are secret until 
presenta-
tion at the program Sunday. 
Gavel and Rostrum 





today at 2:30 p.m. in SD115, 
under new officers elected at 
the last meeting. Officers and 
committee chairmen will con-
duct a planning session 
among 
themselves.  
New Officers are Stanley Ste-
vens, 
president;  Cecilia Winokur,
 
vice president;
 Pat Belardes, 





Ron Brackett, program commit-






ship is open to the entire stu-
dent body, and fosters public 
speaking, 














 for the 
coming 
year at a 
meeting
 last 








Robert GOMM secretary. New 
council 
members























ing now in 
the art gallery 
is the 
last of the semester.  It
 will re-
main up through the first 
week  
of summer session,
 ending the 
schedule of 























Hunt has five 
students 
developing  ideas 
for next year's 
show, 
and  is 
looking
 for more 
budding writers 
to stiffen the 
competition.  
At a 
meeting  last week, 
the 
five  students 
presented
 their 
ideas,  and were given the go-
ahead to work them 
up into a 






 open for all stu-
dents, and the 
deadline 'for 
script and lyrics for
 the music 
is not until Oct. 1. 
Dave Fiske, past business 
manager for Revelries, said this 







bringing good response, and that 
there should be a large number 
















 kind of swish, 
the Ice Follies 
of
 1959 will skate 
into  San Francisco
 June 17 for 










Steiner Sts., to 
put on a dazzl-
ing display of 
twirls,  turns and 
unfortunately,  some 
tumbles.  
By 
sitting In the 
very first 
row of 
seats on the level 
of the 
lee rink, one
 gets sprayed 
with 
Ice chips 
often  enough 
to get an 
idea of what 




Personally,  I think
 the 
first










































 of a recent 
deluge 




 article will prob-
ably















Sutter  and 
Kearny  Sts.
 





























one  star 


































































































































50 to 100 
stu-



















































































































































































Tareyton's Dual Filter 
filters  as no single filter can: 






with  a unique












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sof.  & 
Sun,  
open








































   24c 









   
39c 
 Prawns   44c 






































































Edith  Graves, 
cashier.  

















 of "the most subtle and 
penetrating thinkers of our time." 
will teach two courses at 
San 
Jose State during the six -week 





















































woman  has longed


































































































two  memorial plaques are placed on the 
base of the tower 
building
 facing the inner quad. The 92 
foot tower has been a 
symbol of 
San Jose State 
since  it  was 
completed
 in 1910. Its 
upper rooms house the 
SJS men's honor 
society,
 Tau Delta Phi, 
and are 





























 12 at 
11:30 a.m.








































































































































































































11, I tic 
Caro -
of 














professor  here during I International
 Labor Office, Gen -
summer  session, presenting 
classes E'V8 : editor of 
the  North Carolina 
In the Recreation and Education  
I 
Recreation  Review; and a former 
departments. 





























 may he 
toward


































































& Sat. Eves. 
featuring  
"TOP 
HITS  TRIO" 
246











































Virginia Stators FREELAND, James W. 
MACK.  
MA.




BUSINESS  EDUCATION 
Sherry Nina BASS,












 Milo C. HARRIS. Robert W.I. 











Frances Bernice ABERNATHY. Curtis 
0. BEACOCK,
 Floyd 
Wayn  DAVIS, 
Nadyne 









 Reno HARDIN. David 
Harold 
PERSING, Edmond S. ROSSI, 
RINGTON.
 Donald Alan 
HARRIS.  Roger 













RANEY,  Robert 































MICHAEL. James Cecil 
COLLIER, Val-
ntin  
































Arley  OKSEN. 















































































Thomas  A. CRANE,
 
Donald  
B.A. GENERAL ELEMENTARY 
A DANIELSON 









Francis BRUNNER, Harold C. Fitch 
DRAPER,  Carl Pain 
























 Lloyd ALLVIN, 
Arlin  
Carol 





























your  car 
brakes







 lines and wheel 
cylinders
 
 Adjust foot 
brake, pedal 





















NOW only 777 
DON'T LET YOUR
 VALUABLE 
RECORDS GET CHEWED UP 
Why take a 
chance
 with an ordinary diamtnd needle 
that
 
can chew up your 
records?  For once a needle starts to 
wear, it 
can  become as chisel -sharp 
as a dog's fangs. Why 
not avoid the 
risk right at the start 
by
 trusting your rec-
ords only to the 
"needle
 that remembers". 
This
 is the fabu-
lous Duotone
 Diamond Needle










Reminder  comes to you 
direct from Duotone 
experts  at the factory. 




 needle yet gives 
you  a perfect needle 
with  this extra 
priceless
 memory to 
protect your 
records. Ask 
us for the 
needle "that remembers". 
Free 
mail 








































































 BIHLER, +Mary Linda 




RELL!, +Devid Mason BRADER, +Mary 
Lou 
BRIT  TON. 
























+Lacy Massey CANTRELL +Florence 
May 




 Jean CARTER, +Lydia Jean 
CASTILLO,  +Laurie F. CHARGIN 
+..lune Lai -Los CHUN, 
+Beverly
 Craw-






 +Shirley J. 
Ben-
ton CORBETT, +Canol Lynn CROSS, 











+Loretta Mae DA VALLE, 
=+Mary  
Edna DAVISON, +Beverly Jean DE 
BOER. +Louise DE LA 
FONTAINE,  
+Danita Darlene DELLERA, 
Ann DEL 
PERO. 
+Ernily Jo DENNIS, +Kathryn Bess 
DERRICKSON, +Connie R. DI GIOR-
GIO, +Lynne Anne DONATO, 'Geral-
dine DORSA, +Wayne Geidon 
DOW-
NEY, +Georgia Marie DREMALAS 
+Georg
 John DUBORG, +Edna L. 
DYSON,
 +Linda
 Lee EDSON. 
+Agnes
 
M. ELAM, +Laura Geraldine FARMAR. 







FISCHER, +Olga Rose 
FISTOLERA, 














+Barbara Sue GAIDSICK. +Richard 
Frank GARDNER, 
+Shitley  GARNER, 











 T. GODDARD, 
+Marian  




 Laverne GROFF, 
















































































































































































































































































































Marilyn  SPANO, 
+Donna  Jean 
SPINELLI,  





























































































































































































+PhylIis  Anne 
COLLMER,
 =1Rosy 




































 M. LOUIS. 
 TKathleen 
Florence 






































 +Marlene Yieko 
TANIOKA,  
+Florence  Mitsue 
TATSU-





 A. WITSCHR, tleone 
Ruth 
VERB'''.  
+Leslie Anne YOUNG, +Phyllis 
E. 






 Sondra CLOSE, +Gerald 
Frederick COOPER, =+Elizabeth N. 
CURRIE,  +Michael DONOVAN. +Josette 
FRANKEL, +Stanley Lloyd JOHNSON. 
-=+
 
Marietta L. KOCH. 
tWilliton
 M. 
MARROW, 'Iluth Ann NIELSEN +Fred 
nick Paul 
SEGER,















Charine  M. MENAGE,
 Alice Wool 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"Traditionally  Yours" 






























































































































































































Phillip  W. Mrgaret




























Edward  ELDEFONSO,  
THOMPSON.  




















 F. HARDY, 














































































































































Walter  V. 




























ROWAN, Amy SAITO, Janis 
S. TESSAN 






























































































































































































































































































































 Robert W. 
CHAPMAN,
 Louis 
COMIS. Carol Leigh HUME, +Martha 





























































































































































































































































































 FOWLES, = 
Special
 



















 Donald Martin 
SORENSEN.
 

















Charles  SYMENS  






































KEITH,  +James R. LE 
































GATE, James G. 




photos.  Your 
















 Charles AGUIAR, 
Kenneth  Ray 
Sumner 
MACON.













Keith  BALL, Carole 
=+Holt E. J. MURRAY,
 +Ronald 










BILL  Sandra Leigh 
BOS,
 =Art 















 David Peter 
TON,
 Donald Angelo 















Bern  G. SABO, 
Anthony Dominic 








SCHIAVONE.  Abel 
Joseph  
CABITTO,
 +Elizabeth Brown CHURCH.
 
Alexander PERKINS,




































 E. LYK 
I. HA  
Elebara
































MATTSON,  Suzann Kay 

































=David  Lee PFOST, =David 









Mill y B. AMLIE, 






































,  .... ',re. _ 
.art B. 
STOUT,  E.  J. 
TIBBS,
 James Ed- 
NAUD, 






WALSH  Ro'-.ert H 
WARDWELL
 




Virgil CROWE,  
John 
Roy 
WENNERHOLM  Jr., Alfred 












STANTON,  Janet Louise , 











I B.S. GENERAL ENGINEERING
 
, ra-dee 
wiii  FERRIS. 




























;EORGE, Wallace H. KUNTZ. Do:ght 





B.S. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Anne HUNTER,
 Barbara Alida KENT. 
u= cGB Ra 























 W. BAINES, Anthony Richard 
Helene  
LEVINE,  +Constance Rae 
Donald Dean FIX, 
=R. Gregory JEN- 






CIRAULO. Willard Charles CLOYD, 










M., .1 .DLAc: 1 . = yCy 
oh na nrlee n es HJEoRamn
 A SNH A TGT 
U0C,.:,
 














Bill Alvin TRAPP, Richard Dean 
B.A. SPEECH AND 
DRAMA  
James 









BALOGH, Barbara Julia BLAISDELL, , 
Arthur Leslie 












Peter  Phillips BERMAN,
 Robert B. 















 SAKAMOTO, David 
ard HALL












 George J. , 
Dennis 
John.James


































Le Roy MINCHIN, =Mariorie 
Louise  
' 







NICKSON, Heny C. OESER,




























lie TARP,  
Winston 




























































































































 ; ing 
HARVEY. 
Donald 











































































































































































































































































































They'll be truely 





















modern  units 
with TV. 
4. 


















are single and 
between
 
191/4 and 26. there's














You  meet be 





































































































































































































































































































=Arthur  G. 
DEN 































































































B E R 
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AVILA,  Harley 0 
Com
 'timed









































































































































































 Hot Dogs 
 Short Orders 
















 received  
top 




 belt. He is  " 
first Caucasian
 to win 
award:
 










 to win 
the award 














































































from the Sisters of 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
To 





































































































Carrel  Ullman 
Charlene  Waren 
La Donna
 Schulz 
We wish you all 
a world 
of unlimited happiness 
Sister of 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
Heer's To Our 
Grads!
 












































































































































































you  all a bright future!
 




class of 59 
Mary Bahl 
Carol Ann Bailey 












Elaine RatIo Pet 
Sorauf 



















Armanino  - Sally
 Ehorg 
Marilyn


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































down  and 


























Tues. to Fri. 
4 p.m.  2 a.m. 
Sat. and Sun, 

























































































 wanted to go to Europe," 
































 of going and aroused my 
interest," 
Miss Walter 
says.  One of 
the teachers 
















for the others. 
NI,. IS 
.titer
 will fly to Paris 
from San Francisto June 20 ith 
a 
high
 school teat -her.
 In 
Paris they. a ill he 







 and the three other women, who are 
traveling by ship. 
After touring the area
 around Paris, they will go to 
England,  
where they  will 
purchase  bicycles and 
begin their trip. 
From England 
they will travel through Ireland, Scotland. 
Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Holland, Germany
 and Switzerland. 
Returning to Paris,
 Miss Walter will fly back to San Jose "shortly 
before  registration." The other 
cyclists  will remain in Europe until
 
December, she said. 
The women 
will stay in youth 
host 
'Is throughout 
their  hiliyile 
tour, traveling an average of 20 to 30 Miles per day. Miss Walter 
said 
some persons estimate that one can reach the day's destination 
before noon, having the afternoon free for touring. Ships and rail-
roads will he used for transportaition
 
oar mountains and other 
difficult terrain. 
-These trips aren't too hard, and you don't need 
to be the 
athletic type," Miss Walter notes. She will begin practicing today 
by riding a bicycle to school from her home 
(eight  miles round trips. 
Each woman 




 Sweaters, blouses, a skirt, pedal 
pushers,  bermudas, a 
raincoat,  a knit dress, and two pairs 
of
 shoes will round out their 
wardrobes. 
Miss
 Walter estimates the 
eost will be approximately
 $1500 
Including round
 trip air 
transportation.  
"Our aim
 is just to see the 
countryside  and 
people
 in small towns 
off the 
tourist trail, and t.. irie as 
much of the countries as 
possible." 
Miss 
Walter  explained. 
FROM 









By ED HO 
Sen. Thomas H. Kuchel 'Ft-
Calif.i,
 one of the nation's 
strong-
est
 advocates of 
federal
 educa-
tioqal benefits for former
 service-
men,
 took issue last week with the
 
Defense 
Department in his drive
 









 currently before the Senate
 
Labor and Public Welfare
 Com-
mittee,
 which if passed will 
pro-
vide educational benefits 
to
 young 





Jan.  31, 1955, 
Educational  benefits 
were
 cut off 
to those who entered service 
after  
this  date by a presidential
 procla-








bill are the 
Administration  and 
the Defense 











Kuchel told the senate commit-
tee that the Defense Department's 
arguments against 
his  bill are "ir-
relevant" and unsubstantiated. 
"This is not a military 
prob-
lem. This is a civilian problem," 
the senator said. "It is a problem 
that has to do with the indis-
pensable 
necessity of the Govern-
ment
 of the United Stateo taking 
an interest in 
equipping  today's 
young people 
through  a process 
of education to cope 
with  the per-
plexities of 
tomorrow's  world." 
In
 previous arguments in 
sup-
port 




 fail to see 





after  Jan. 31, 1935, 
and 







"will  go a 
long


































































































half  of 
the 
sped-  


































































































































































































































































































































who have served and 
villi 













"Our  attempt 
as a na-






























or who want 
stu-
dents  to ride 
with
 them are 
asked  
to sign up 
with Mrs. 
Betty  Hes-
kc t t , 


































Golden,  Tutor 
JE 8-4890 
22034 
Vergll  St., 



















































































































































































































































































































a disclaimer affidavit relating to 
subversive organizations. The dis-
claimer was added to the
 act by 
Sen. 
Karl  Mundt  (11
-SD).  
The council 
stated  that when-




Wahlquist has been requested 
to transmit the 
viewpoint of 
Faculty Council. 
Under the NDEA San Jose 
State has been granted $35.000 
for loans to 
above  average stu-
dents. The grant has been ap-
proied and awaits release from 
the State 
Department  of Fi-
nance.
 




 stated that t 
council 
was  caught 
between  tv. 
undesirable 
alternatives:  causing 
the 
students  who are 
taking  out 
loans under the NDEA program to 







disapproves of the 
disclaimer
 oath, charging 
that it 
is written negatively. 
The act will 
go 
into
 effect unless 
Congress  
takes action on 
it. Sen. Kennedy 
(D-MassO
 has started 
















the  disclaimer 
oath.  
The SJS 



















Fit  t een 
students are needed to 
assist in 
summer  school registra-
tion June 22 from 7:15 a.m. to 
4:30;  
p.m. Those assisting will be 
paid,.  
and 
will be able to pm
-register.  I 
Interested  persons should con- I 
tact N. J. Cronin
 in the Cashier's 
Office,
 Adrn 263. 
At ILSCIAdit(thE 



















-Sidi- Green Stamp; 
The WaPdrode
 


























meeting stated its disapproval or 
versities,
 
the disclaimer oath of the Na-
 














too vague where 
1958 requires a person 
receiving
 
possible  criminal liability 
may 
payment of a loan or grant to 
file
 




It also creates grave 
problems  
of federal control 
over education, 
they feel. 




 funds should be 
glad
 to 
swear loyalty. If the citizen is 





























Awards contest Saturday. 





ter during finals week. 
Certificates are awarded for th., 
best projects in 
each beginnin  
and advanced shop. Displays of .th, 
different projects will be in eacb 
of the nine shops. 
Areas covered in the contes, 
include automotive,  design, 
draft-
ing. graphic arts, electricity,  
wood 
shop, machine shop, general metals 
and art metal. 
Projects are judged on design 
and layout, workmanship, decora-
tion and or surface enrichment. 
difficulty of scope, and any other 
epeCial
 design





 Epsilon Pi 
Tau 
students act as judges. The build-
er of the best project has his name
 
inscribed on 
a plaque which hangs 
in 
the departmental show case. 























 N. Carlton. a 
-raduate
 of San Jose State, re-
..roly was awarded the Air
 Force 
rrimendation Medal. Carlton 
resently is stationed  at Pacific 
.Xii- Force Bases with
 headquar-
ters in Hawaii. 
A veteran of 18 years. he has 
1,een Supply Officer at Westover 
AFB, Mass.,




His management of supply per-
sonnel and resources was cited as 
"providing an effective 
supply sys-
tem in support
 of tactical aircraft 
combat 
readiness according to 




Cafeteria summer hours were 




Beginning June 22 the snack bar 
will




 p.m. and the 
main  dining 
room from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. . 
Between 
June 15 and 
June 19, 
the week preceding summer ses-




 will be 7 
a.m. 














































at the dinner 
to top 
students




































Metallurgical  Engineering: 
Elmer Gene
 Bruner,  
Mechanical  
Engineering; 



























Ph.T.  degrees t 






















The job outlook for
 1959 college graduates is rosy. 
Colleges 












 of 1958. 




 graduates will spend
 
eonunencement 
afternoon  studying want ad pages. 
Placement
 directors











the time they pick 
up their sheepskin.:. 
Most of the rest will find work by 


















 plac:anent directors reported
 




 than in 1958.
 
Recruiters
 have been active
 on campuses
 this spring. 
There  
were  
more at work, 
most  colleges reported,
 and they 
had  more 
jobs  to 
pass out, at fancier prices. 
Several  colleges, 
however,  





lectivity and said graduates were having to "sell" themselves more 
than
 in 1956 and 1957 when 





Employers are more selective this year -- they're not just 
looking
 





ployment at Utah State University.
 
For the high school
 
graduate




better than a year 
ago, the 






































































ence majors at the
 




 to &Sofia 
They expected
 








































































































































































up 50 per. tit 
The 
nation's  high 




























































 jot,  
The 















 for students, 
faculty and 
alumnae  of the Wom-
en's
 Physical Education 
Depart-
ment,




Beginning at noon, 
the  event 
will
 feature entertainment and 
prizes, said 





rrtENT0N,  N.J. (UPI -- The 




 at least half the 








 conventions to 
one 
ery two years






















You  Can 
Sell




Here  or Not). 
You 
Deal  
Direct-  With The Owner. 
You Only Have to 
Crawl to Fourth St. 
...  Across From The Library. 
YOU  MAKE NEW 
FRIENDS...All  I Did 
Was Recommend 
Them to Robert's. 
You












YOU  GET 
ABSOLUTELY
 
TOP 
PRICE 
FOR 
YOUR 
BOOKS.
 
So 
Sell 
Your
 Text
 
Books  
NOW 
at 
ROBERT'S
 
BOOK
 
CO.
 
on 
4th 
St. 
Across
 
from  
the 
Library
 
